
TIPS ON BEGINNING YOUR INTERVIEW PROCESS 

 

Remember - Associateship/Partnerships are a Marriage that is largely about MONEY. 

Don’t think that talking with an OD or visiting a practice commits you to anything.  

Visit as many as possible and speak to as many ODs as is feasible. 

A first interview is like a first date – you are in information gathering mode – trying to determine if this 

could be a fit for you, what would be your role, what would your success look like?  

I suggest you ask if it is possible for you to observe operations for several hours or the day before your 

“interview.”  This gives you at least a better sense of how the practice flows, its people and their 

interactions,  and allows you to ask more informed questions.   

 As a general rule, on a first visit, questions should be about the practice – not your employment (that 

comes later).   You are trying to determine YOUR FIT WITH THEIR MISSION, OPERATIONS, FINANCES, and 

its FUTURE. 

Here are some general questions about each of these areas -  

 

Mission 

What is your mission statement? 

Describe your practice culture?   

What would a patient tell me this practice is famous for? 

What would a staff member tell me this practice is famous for? 

 

Operations 

What is motivating the practice to look for an additional OD?   

                Are they adding or replacing an OD? 

                If replacing – why did previous leave? 

What would make a new OD successful in this position? 

Other than learning the ropes, what would you want my focus to be for the first six months? 

What is the leadership style/philosophy of the practice?  Top down? Collaborative? Staff Meetings? 

How long have your staff/ODs been with you?  Staff turnover? 

How are team members rewarded/recognized for excellence? 



What is the ownership structure.  Do the other ODs have equity?  Do they have an interest in equity?  If 

the OD is older than 55 – what is the transition plan? 

Where do your patients come from? Largest referral source? Payor Mix? 

What are the growth plans for the practice? Is there a business/marketing plan that you can share?  

 

Finances 

Are there challenges/obstacles the practice is facing?  If so how do you see an additional OD help 

overcome those challenges/obstacles? 

Is the practice growing or are you replacing a departing OD?  

What statistics support a new OD being busy in this practice?   

What are your TOP KPI’s?  

Revenue Per/Exam (US Avg $306) 

Capture Rate (US Avg 61%) 

 Number of complete exams (US Avg 2530/OD)  

 New Patients (US Avg 12.2/week) 

 Turn rate on inventory (US Avg 2.4) 

 

Future 

What would my success in this practice look like to you in 6 months? 1 year? 5 years? 

IF YOU THINK YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN EQUITY – AND HAVEN’T HEARD THEM MENTION THIS 

POSSIBLITY FOR YOU BY YEAR FIVE – YOU NEED TO SAY – MY LONG TERM GOALS INCLUDE EITHER 

EQUITY IN A PRACTICE OR SOLO OWNERSHIP – IS THAT A POSSIBLITY WITH YOUR PRACTICE?  IN WHAT 

TIME FRAME?  IT IS BEST TO SAY THAT FROM THE BEGINNING.  BECAUSE IF YOU TRULY HAVE THIS GOAL  

- YOU NEED TO KNOW FROM THE BEGINNING IF IT IS A POSSIBILITY IN THIS PRACTIE  . IT WILL BE AN 

IMPORTANT PART OF YOUR NEGOTIATIONS 

Is there an opportunity for equity or ownership? How soon? 

What are the 2 biggest challenges facing the practice in the next 5-7 years? 

What is the question you really want to ask me but haven’t? 

  

 

 



BEFORE YOU GO – 

LOOK AT THE PRACTICE WEBSITE – Study the practice and be prepared to ask relevant questions. 

Look at the local Chamber of Commerce website – Study the community and be prepared to ask 

relevant questions.  What is the OD/population ratio in the community? 

 

WHAT IF I AM STILL CONSIDERING DOING A RESIDENCY - I always suggest you play this close to the vest 

at the beginning.  They don’t need to know everything at the first meeting.  UNLESS THEY ARE PUSHING 

YOU FROM THE VERY BEGINNING TO COMMIT – then use your potential interest in residency as a brake 

–  “ I am flattered by the offer, but I still haven’t made a decision yet as to whether I will do a residency.” 

Depending on the offers you get – your view of doing a residency could change significantly in the next 

six months. 

 

Remember, a practice is USUALLY NOT AN EXPERT at hiring.  

You may be the first one they have ever hired, and they may ask you “illegal” questions! 

Or they may be so desperate to get someone in – for a variety of reasons – that they will often jump 

right to salary in the first visit.  Some variation of, “What do you expect to make in terms of salary?” is 

often asked. 

WADE’S RULE - He/She who gives a salary number first usually loses.   

Try not to get pinned down to a number, especially in a first visit.  

 Here are some word tracks that you can use to deflect the salary question. 

"I am interested in finding a job that is a good fit for me. I'm sure whatever salary you're paying is 

consistent with the rest of the market.” 

“That depends on factors we really haven’t discussed yet, like benefits, intangibles.   What RANGE do 

you expect to bring some in with?” 

"I'd appreciate it if you could make me an offer based on whatever you have budgeted for this position 

and we can go from there." 


